
Screening for childhood cardiovascular risks with HeartSmartKids!!
Cardiovascular risks for kids are more than just their height, weight, and blood pressure. 
To really understand and predict a child’s risks we need to know about family behaviors 
and habits in the areas of food, physical activity, and sleep. Ideally we would also like to 
know about their family and community resources - what do they have access to?!!!
HeartSmartKids Process:!!
1. Invite families to be screened using language about “kids’ heart health screening” or 
“kids’ fitness screening”, trying not to focus on BMI or weight.!!
2. Parents can start on the interview while kids are being measured. Teens can do their 
own interview after being measured.!!
3. Ask child to remove shoes. Measure child’s height, weight, and (if possible) blood 
pressure, record those and the child’s birthdate on a sticky note and pass that to 
whoever is entering measurements. Encourage child to join parent.!!
4. When interview is complete, use laptop to enter measurements and print report.!!
5. Discuss the HeartPrint summary with the family.!!
Do:!
- Respect  family’s privacy and willingness to talk about this issue!
- Let parents know whether their child’s BMI is in a risky area (obese)!
- Help connect family behaviors to child cardiovascular risks!
- Connect families to health and community resources!!
Don’t:!
- Diagnose  (connect them to their primary care provider)!
- Beat families up about lots of unhealthy behaviors!
- Try to force an agenda on families that aren’t ready!!
Explaining the HeartPrint -!
 this should be done with kids AND parents together if possible.!
there are some explanation sheets (in English and Spanish) next to the printer.!!
This is an example of how I explain the HeartPrint:!
“This is a combination of your child’s growth and the questions you answered in the 
interview.”!
[indicate the growth charts]!
“These charts show how children usually grow in height [indicate height lines] and 
weight [indicate weight lines] as they go from age two [indicate lower left of plot] to age 



20 [indicate lower right of plot]. For example, most kids grow up until they reach about 
age 15 or so [indicate height lines that level out at age 15].!
The thick line in the middle is an average kid, these up here are the taller kids and down 
here the shorter kids.!
[Indicate child’s height and percentile at top of page]!
“Your child is XX inches tall, which places him/her at the XX percentile. This means if I 
lined up 100 kids the exact same age there would be YY kids taller and YY kids shorter 
than him/her.”!
[Repeat the above for weight]!
The second plot [indicate BMI chart] is of BMI, a number that relates height and weight. 
By itself BMI doesn’t mean anything, but if it gets too high or too low then we like to pay 
extra attention to how a child is growing.”!
[indicate BMI number and percentile]!
“His/her BMI is XX percentile. We usually worry if a child is over 85% or below 5%. That 
would indicate there MIGHT be something wrong and we pay more attention.”!
[If BMI% is high or low you can talk about it if you feel qualified, or just refer them to 
their doctor]!
[Indicate interview results, top right of page]!
“Here are the results of the interview you did on the computer. If we want to know how 
healthy he/she will be in 10 or 20 years, these healthy habits are very important. We 
draw hearts under the ones that don’t meet guidelines for your child. These are places 
where, if you want to work toward a healthier lifestyle, you could start.”!
[Don’t go through all of the numbers/flags - it can sound too much like a big list]!
“What do you think about that?”!
[Flip the sheet over]!
“On the back are some small-step recommendations based on those hearts. We 
recommend not changing many things at one time. Just grab one thing, try it out for a 
couple weeks. If it doesn’t work, throw it out and try something else. Feel free to take 
this with you when you visit your doctor and stay healthy!”!
“What do you think about that?”!


